In this article we present estimates for the gradients of the cycle variables with respect to a thinning parameter m the arrival process of G\G\ 1 queuing systems. Our estimates belong to the category of the likehhood ratio method, smoothed-perturbation analysm, and rare-perturbation analysls. In particular, we obtain unbiased estimates of derivatives of any order m the random-horizon case and the stationary and ergodic estimates for the first derivatives. Moreover, by inserting the stationary estimates mto the Palm distribution framework we obtain the regenerative type of derivative estimates without requiring regenerate structure. Our theoretical setting is general, and the methods used here could find applications in other derivative estimation problems as well.
INTRODUCTION This work is motivated
by the network-routing problem (see, for instance Section 5.6 of Bertsekas and Gallager [1992] ). The type of routing problems we consider here is: to determine the fractions of an incoming flow to each possible node such that the overall performance of the network is optimized. We assume the implementation of the flow splitting is via an i. We shall denote the right-hand side of (2.1.3) by L~( 6, h). Let 5N be the m-field defined by =~= {A~Sl An{ N=k}~5~, Vk> O}, and let 4 be a functional of FN, that is, a real valued~-~-measurable random variable.
In the queuing example developed above, @ could be the number of customers served in a busy cycle, or~~~lxt~).~dt, the time spent at level i of an X-valued process {X(t)} such as the queue-length process in a single-server queue. We shall assume that for all O q [(
The condition B' reads in this case
Since the latter equality is true for all A q &,, O < s < t, we have shown that Under the condition C, (3. 
PROOF. We might start by observing that the quantity inside the brackets of (3.2.6) is automatically zero if {ii, ..., i~_P} n {]"l, ..., j"p} # @ since we then find a product X,~, for some i. u PROOF OF THEOREM 3. In view of (2.1,.7) and (3.2.6) that is, using (3-2.7), that for all t,a, and C, L, E as above, we have~(
Define for each sequence {V.}, n ==, the process {V(t)}, E q~, by v(t) = x vnl[Tn, Tn+,)(t). an(o) = Cqxn((l).
(4.1.13)
The input flow {2"., a.( (1)}, n E S?, and all processes or variables derived from it are said to be relative to the "@-system."
Assume that (P, $,) is ergodic.
(4.1.14)
Then it can be shown that (see Baccelli and Br6maud [1980, p. 30 Define for all t G 9? 
